
SQUAD
GOALS

marsden heights girls



Welcome to the Marsden Heights Girls Squad!  
In FBB we play football and enjoy ourselves as much 
as we can. FBB is a very inspiring group that can 
help you get better at football and help build your 
confidence and life skills. My name is Liybah Asif and 
I am a part of FBB and I love it! This term we have 
been spending time becoming a squad and writing 
our manifesto.

We started this journey by saying what being a girl 
means to us. We have spoken about how we want to 
change society and how we feel about criticism. We 
have talked about our similarities and differences 
and spoken about how that makes us all unique. 
This makes our squad strong and united.

Hope you enjoy reading this zine that we have worked 
hard to make. We are excited to have our voices 
heard!

Peace out, 

Liybah Asif





OUR MANIFESTO

be  yourself

trust each other

disagree 
in a 

respectful 
way

respect 
each others 

religions 
and morals 

help the squad by 
helping each other step outside 

your comfort 
zone

be amazing role models 

listen to one another
no racism, sexism 

or homophobia!

encourage 
the younger 
generation

be positive 
no judgement  zone!

challenge each 
other to do better



WHAT DOES BEING A GIRL MEAN TO US?

to have different 
responsibilities

experience different things

it means everything to me

i think being a girl that loves sports 
means that i can think people need to 
mind their own business and not care 

about what i do.

it means a lot. it makes me see 
how corrupt society is and how 

easy everything is for boys. 





WHAT DO WE HAVE IN COMMON AS GIRLS?

we all share emotional 
and physical pain.

we can all be subject 
to violence, it can 

be harder to protect 
ourselves or go out at 

night.

we all share the fact that we 
have to live up to society’s 
standards and that if we 
are not “girly” enough we 
get called names and are 

stereotyped as being tomboys.



THEREFORE AS GIRLS WE SHOULD

have each other’s back

support each other

include everyone

gather ideas for positive 
change!

help each other out

talk!
laugh!





COMMUNITIES WE’RE A PART OF

fbb

mosque

nelson
islam

lgbt+
year 9 
family

muslim

marsden heights



WHAT WE WOULD CHANGE ABOUT SOCIETY

the racism in the world and the sexism, because 
i don’t think you can judge someone by their race, 

ethnicity, gender etc.
 — alleeshah arif

being treated awfully because of religion, just 
because we believe in different things does not 

mean we are different

— umme

racism - people are judged and are not allowed to 
do stuff because of their skin colour.  — dreesha 

gender inequality - in the asian community 
there is a lot of pressure on girls

the stigma between boys being better than girls 
and society being ok with this inequality.





WE HOPE YOU ENJOYED 
READING.  

 
LOOK OUT FOR US  

CHANGING THE WORLD
— THE MARSDEN 
HEIGHTS GIRLS

@FBeyondBorders

FBeyondBordersfootballbeyondborders.org

footballbeyondborders


